
~ THE HOPLITE~
Here are some standard questions answered in deciding the options for a Hoplite: 

1. Would you like a standard Bamboo Cover or would you like to upgrade to Hardwood Leaves? 
(The premium sizes come with lengthwise leaves or widthwise leaves.)

2. Would you like Lengthwise or Widthwise Hardwood Leaves? (2' wide Hoplites only come with 
widthwise leaves.)

3. Would you like Leaf Guards? (Only applicable for table that have hardwood leaves.)
4. Would you like a standard Shelf or would you like to upgrade to a Drawer?
5. Would you like a standard White Vault Floor or would you like to upgrade to a Bamboo Vault 

Floor?
6. Would you like a Fabric Lid, Fabric Inset or a Lego Inset? (Can be used on any Hoplite)
7. Would you like any detachable Rail Accessories? (Can be used on any Hoplite)

~BAMBOO COVER VS. HARDWOOD LEAVES~
(Bamboo cover comes in caramelized or blonde and hardwood leaves come in lengthwise or widthwise)

1. The Bamboo cover is one solid piece for 
tables under 2' or 2'4" x 3'2" or 4'.  They 
get split into 2 pieces for tables larger than 
than and then we recommend you use the 
tongue and groove hardwood leaves.

2. There are less Length-wise leaves than 
Width-wise leaves when you cover up your 
table.  

3. Structurally the Width-wise leaves are a 
little stronger because they are spanning a 
shorter distance.

4. Aesthetically the Length-wise leaves tend 
to make your table look longer, and the 
Width-wise leaves are more of that 
traditional look where it looks like your 
table has been "expanded" by leaves.

5. In regards to leaf guards, if you keep two 
leaves inside your table, with the Length-
wise leaves they would create long desks 
and leaves a longer, narrower play surface, 
whereas the Width-wise leaves would 

create shorter desks on the ends and leaves 
a square playing surface.  **Most Hoplites 
are small and work best with widthwise 
leaves.

6. If your table has a 2' width then width-wise 
leaves are your only option.

This is a 23” x 4' Walnut 
Hoplite with Widthwise Hardwood 

Leaves removing.



This is a walnut 2' x 4' Hoplite with the 
included Blonde Bamboo Cover and 

a drawer upgrade.

This is a Walnut 2'4" x 3'2" Hoplite with 
the included Caramelized Bamboo 

Cover and a drawer upgrade. 

This is a 3'2” x3'2” walnut 
Hoplite with Lengthwise hardwood 

leaves and a shelf.

This is a 2' x 3'2" Cherry 
Hoplite with Widthwise Hardwood 

Leaves and Rail Accessories.

(Rail Accessories from left to right: Entropy Engine 
that is fabric lined, counter holder, locking cup 
holder, 8.5"x3.5"x2" bin and counter holder)



~ LEAF GUARDS ~
A leaf guard is a support piece for a leaf that creates a desk at the end or side of your table 

where no game pieces can go underneath it.

   

2'4" x 4'10" cherry hoplite with one hardwood leaf on either side as a desk with leaf 
guards installed.  The leaf guard is the piece that is attached to the edge of the leaf.  It prevents 

anything from getting underneath the leaf when installed like this for use as a desk.

Here it is almost attached. Here it is attached to the widthwise leaf.Here it is starting to attach.



~SHELF VS. DRAWER~
(Can come with one or the other)

This is a walnut 2' x 3'2" Hoplite with 
included bottom shelf and 

shows bamboo vault floor upgrade. 

Also shown in this picture are our new coffee table 
stools that are 11" tall ($85)

Here is 2' x 3'2" Cherry Hoplite with Battle 
Foam inserts for controllers in the 3” deep 

drawer. The inserts are removable and can be 
ordered at any time.

 (Also shown in this picture is a merlot Fabric Inset.)

A 2'4" x 4’10" cherry Hoplite come with 
two drawers.  When a table is over 4' long, 

the drawer must be split into two.  
Removable dividers are seen in the first 

drawer.



~ GAME VAULT FLOOR ~
2'4" x 4.10" cherry hoplite with a White Vault Floor (standard).

2' x 4' Walnut Hoplite with a Bamboo Vault Floor (adds on $50-$150).



~ FABRIC LID, FABRIC INSET AND LEGO INSETS ~
($150-$250 depending on size)

~ 

~ FABRIC INSET ~
(Sits on top of the Game Vault)

Cherry 2’ x 3’2” Hoplite with a Plush Navy inset. 

~ FABRIC LID ~
(Sits flush with the top of the table)

Walnut 2'4 x 3'2" Hoplite with a Aubergine fabric lid. 

(Rail Accessories from left to right: locking cup holder, non-
locking cup holder and a counter holder)

~ FABRIC SAMPLES ~

Plush Velvet 
(softer and has a nap.)

Navy, Aubergine, Taupe, Cognac, Pecan, Merlot

Stretch Velveteen 
(doesn’t have a nap and is a little less soft.)

Black, Burgundy, Dk. Green, Royal Blue, Navy

~ LEGO INSET ~
(Sits on top of the game vault)

Here is a 3'2” x 3’2" walnut Hoplite showing an 
optional lego inset. The lego inset tiles are magnetic and you 
can move them where you like.  You also order just the tiles 

you want (blue, green, road tiles, island or pond.)

Lifting a burgundy 
Inset.



RAIL ACCESSORIES ~

~ BINS ~

    

Here is a 8.5"x3.5"x2" walnut bin on a Spartan.     

  

Here is a 8.5"x3.5"x2" cherry bin lined in Aubergine. 

   

~ CUP HOLDER ~

Here is a walnut rail cup holder 
on a Emissary.

    

~ WINE GLASS HOLDER ~

Here is a cherry wine glass holder on 
an Emissary. 

 

~ COUNTER HOLDER ~

Here is a walnut counter holder on an 
Emissary.. 

  

The Hoplite’s 3” drawer can 
store most rail accessories

18” rail desk

Rail non-locking 
cup holder


